
WEEK #2 

FREE RELIEF 

from “Abnormal Course Conditions” 

The following are some examples of “Abnormal Course Conditions” 

• Ball is on the cart path OR it’s position would cause you to stand on the cart 

path. 

• Ball OR your feet is in “casual/temporary water”. “Casual water” is water on 

the golf course that isn’t meant to be there by design, and includes sand 

bunkers. (Note:  dew/frost IS NOT considered casual water) 

• Ball is in area marked G.U.R. (Ground Under Repair) 

• Ball lands on or near (where it will impede your swing) sprinkler heads, 

drainage covers 

• The ball has come to rest next to a man-made object that is immovable (ie. 

Electrical box, trash bins, non-movable/permanent posts or signage), and 

where this object will impede your swing. 

• The ball lands in tended flower beds 

• Your ball has embedded itself in its own pitch mark.  

• Ball comes to rest near dangerous animals (ie nesting waterfowl, snakes) 

• Ball comes to rest IN a burrowing animal-created holes (rabbits, gopher) 

• Ball comes to rest ON a tree-stump (Local Nottawasaga course rule) 

In the above instances, you are entitled to “Free Relief”, without penalty, of 

one club length from the nearest point of relief, as long as it is no closer to the 

hole. (Note:  this could be to the side of the ball in either direction, OR behind 

the ball).  “Nearest point of relief” is best described as the nearest point where 

the abnormal course condition no longer exists (ie. Nearest grassy side of a 

cart path; nearest area on the hole that has no casual water; etc) 

OPTIONS RE: VALLEY #3 – cart path:  

Right-handed golfers: If your ball lands on the cart path on Valley #3, and your 

nearest point of relief is on the right-hand side (closest to the river), your 

options are: 
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• best option may be to take the one-club length angled backwards, 

(further from the green), instead of sideways, so that the dropped ball 

comes to rest on the shorter rough. 

• If you are unable to take a full swing aimed towards the green, you chip 

it out sideways onto the fairway 

Left-handed golfers: Unfortunately, if the nearest point of relief takes you to 

the right side of the cart path, your options are: 

• Your 1-club length dropped ball forces you to stand amongst the taller 

grasses (if safe to do so) in order to hit your ball. 

• You take the 1-club length drop, but instead of taking a full-swing aimed 

towards the green, you chip it out sideways onto the fairway 

• If after taking the free drop on the right-hand side of the cart path you 

determine it is an unplayable lie, for 1 penalty-stroke, take a 2-club 

length relief from where the ball was dropped.  If the 2-club length 

relief ends up being once again on the cart path, you may then take a 

free drop of 1-club length from the left side of the cart path. 

 

Next week’s topic will cover situations involving penalty-related & 2-club-lengths 

ball drops. 

*** If you require additional assistance with this or other rules/procedures, just reply to this 

email *** 

 


